NOTE:
THese details are for installation and sealing of BW Universal System Panels only. For installation and sealing required for cladding, see standard details for specific cladding.

*Equal spacings to be 12" min./24" max. Final spacings per wind load requirements. Contact Metl-Span’s engineering department.

**BWS VERTICAL PANEL JOINT CLIP**

**CLIP FASTENER INTO**

**BWS VERTICAL PANEL JOINT CLIP**

**TO SUPPORTS**

**THROUGH-FASTENER INTO**

**PANEL JOINTS**

**TO SUPPORTS**

*SUBGIRT FASTENER @ EQUAL SPACING (OPTIONAL)

**VERTICAL 1 1/2" SUBGIRT AND AIR CAVITY (OPTIONAL)**

**BWS VERTICAL PANEL JOINT CLIP**

**THROUGH-FASTENER INTO**

**PANEL JOINTS**

**TO SUPPORTS**

**FASTENERS (BY CLADDING MANUFACTURER)**

**CLIP FASTENER INTO**

**BWS VERTICAL PANEL JOINT CLIP**

**TO SUPPORTS**

**BASE TRIM (OPTIONAL)**

**NOTE:**

These details are for installation and sealing of BW Universal System Panels only. For installation and sealing required for cladding, see standard details for specific cladding.

* Equal spacings to be 12" min./24" max. Final spacings per wind load requirements. Contact Metl-Span’s engineering department.

**BWS VERTICAL PANEL JOINT CLIP**

**BASE AT FOUNDATION - w/ VERTICAL SUBGIRT**

**BW STRETCH SYSTEM™**
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